alseda ETS
Integration of an Extended Teller System in the SAP Landscape
Easy to use with intuitive masks and
processes
alseda has developed a new software
which allows you to manage and
operate all relevant processes and
operations of a modern electronic
point of sale application within banks
and within your SAP system.
Flexibility
The new solution alseda ETS stands for
„Extended Teller System“ and offers you
the possibility to stay flexible in your
processes which can easily be
displayed within this front-end point-ofsale solution. New processes and bank
relevant products can be incorporated
at any time in no time, without
producing much effort.
A newly created process configurator
„Activiti Explorer“ allows for quick
changes to stay flexible within your SAP
environment.
Intuitive
alseda ETS gives your employees the
chance to work on a very intuitive basis
without having to gain massive know
how prior to working with the software.
All relevant processes, e.g. cash-related
transactions, start- and end-of-day
processes,
cash
management,
currency
exchange,
etc.
are
accessable and can easily be
changed or newly created hand in
hand with a dynamic business
environment. The result is less training
effort and higher data quality.
Integrative
alseda ETS can easily be integrated into
your system landscape, supporting SAP

and Non-SAP environments.
It will become a fully integrated part of
your SAP system environment.
The software claims to ensure secure
transactions and higher work efficiency
in any given IT infrastructure. The
independent character of alseda ETS
therefore ensures less risk and cost for
implementation.
Transparent
alseda ETS claims to be as transparent
as
possible,
supported
by
the
integrated authorization concept of
your SAP, i.e. company-specific user
authorizations defined in SAP Human
Resources become synchronized with
the workplace roles, defined in the
Active Directory of alseda ETS via the
standard middleware SAP Process
Orchestration (SAP NetWeaver). This
approach ensures strict user concepts
and parallely allows to stay flexible in
authorization role concepts, to offer the
possiblility to adapt to changing
organizational structures.
alseda ETS ensures that individual
workplaces can be freely configured
by defining separate workplace roles in
the Active Directory.
Alseda ETS even offers the possibility to
maintain your own sub-ledger, while for
example using SAP Financials (FI) for
your general ledger accounting.

Functionality
alseda ETS enables and supports all
functionalities present in a point-of-sale
environment of banks.
All cash-related transactions can be
fully
handled
and
displayed
transparently for the involved staff.
Reports and Analysis
Control your work better and make sure
that totals, reserved and available
amounts
in
different
currencies,
department working shifts and listings of
all performed actions throughout the
day for any employee, etc. can easily
be reported and viewed.
Standard functionality includes several
engagement and analysis reports for
controlling purposes, ensuring an extra
transparency
throughout
your
company. Including customer specific
reports is also possible.
Multi-lingual
Make sure your employees can all work
with the same tool, without language
barriers or additional training. alseda
ETS supports several languages to
ensure better working conditions on a
multilingual basis for everybody.
The software simplifies communication
and therefore creates a better
understanding and seamless work
processes.
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Integration with SAP
Make sure your point-of-sale software is
fully integrated with your SAP and
Banking Services platform environment.
alseda ETS allows for a seamless fit-in
while staying flexible on both sides.
alseda is an official SAP Partner and
expert, when it comes to banking and
also other SAP-related applications.
Our expert history goes back long ways
allowing you to sit back and let us take
care of the rest.
Integration with Non-SAP
alseda ETS also handles your non-SAP
environment and ensures seamless
integration
with
all
connected
applications.
Integration of peripheral devices
alseda ETS allows you to use any typical
peripheral input- and output devices,
e.g. automatic vaults, scanners (e.g. for
barcodes or fingerprints), cash-recycling
machines, printers, card readers or PIN
and Pen pads, etc.
Example:
A customer enters your bank and wants to take out USD 1000 in cash
from his account at the counter. Unfortunately he forgot his account
number!
The cashier asks the customer for his personal ID and scans it with his
scanner. Immediately the ID information is read by alseda ETS and
automatically compared with SAP Business Partner master data.
The cashier can see the customer data, including the account number
information on his screen within seconds after scanning the personal
ID.

The benefits for your company:

He clicks on the account number and alseda ETS
automatically creates a new screen for him
showing
the
customers
relevant
account
information, gathered automatically by alseda ETS
by calling SAP Deposits Management. After
triggering the cash payment, alseda ETS
immediately pops up an error, saying the current
account balance and limit is exceeded and that
USD 500 can maximally be taken out.
The customer decides to take out the maximum
amount and the cashier can complete the cash
payment.

• More efficiency through an easy integration into your Non-/SAP
environment
• Improved work processes through automated functionalities
• More information and transparency through reports, controlling
functionality and flexible authorization role concepts.

For further information or a
presentation for your business
contact:

• Cost advantages through a standard solution, fully integratable
• Central support and further development through alseda GmbH
• Easy to use processes and masks
• Reduced training effort and increased work efficiency

Oliver Kratz
Phone: +49 (0) 69 / 264846-75
Mobile: +49 (0) 172 / 6906396
oliver.kratz@alseda.com

• Reduced projectcosts and –risk and fast implementation
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Karlstr. 12
60329 Frankfurt am Main
Germany
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Fax:
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